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An optoelectronic framework enabled by
low-dimensional phase-change films
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The development ofmaterials whose refractive index can be optically
transformed as desired, such as chalcogenide-based phase-change
materials, has revolutionized themedia and data storage industries
byproviding inexpensive, high-speed, portable and reliable platforms
able to store vast quantities of data. Phase-change materials switch
between two solid states—amorphous and crystalline—in response to
a stimulus, suchasheat,with anassociated change in thephysicalpro-
perties of the material, including optical absorption, electrical con-
ductance and Young’s modulus1–5. The initial applications of these
materials(particularlythegermaniumantimonytelluriumalloyGe2Sb2Te5)
exploited the reversible change in their optical properties in rewri-
table optical data storage technologies6,7. More recently, the change
in their electrical conductivity has also been extensively studied in the
development of non-volatile phase-changememories4,5.Herewe show
that by combining the optical and electronic property modulation of
suchmaterials,displayanddatavisualizationapplicationsthatgobeyond
data storage canbe created.Using extremely thinphase-changematerials
and transparent conductors, we demonstrate electrically induced
stable colour changes inboth reflective and semi-transparentmodes.
Further, we show how a pixelated approach can be used in displays
onboth rigid and flexible films. This optoelectronic framework using
low-dimensional phase-changematerials hasmany likely applications,
such as ultrafast, entirely solid-state displays with nanometre-scale
pixels, semi-transparent ‘smart’ glasses, ‘smart’ contact lenses and arti-
ficial retina devices.
Phase-changematerials (PCMs) have been key to enabling the creation

of a versatile platform able to store vast amounts of information on inex-
pensive plastic substrates (DVDs and other opticalmedia6,7) using optical
pulses.These technologiesuse lightof specificwavelengths (forexample,Blu-
Rayat 405nm,DVDsat 650nmandCDsat 780nm) towrite and readdata.
The next generation of electronic, solid-state memories based on PCMs
could replace the current leading storage technologies, namely Flash and
magnetic disks. PCMs1–5 have extraordinary properties such as extreme
scalability, fast switching speeds, and high switching endurance4,5. How-
ever, although PCMs have been commercialized in both the electrical4

andoptical domains8, there has beenvery little research intounderstand-
ing how transforming the phase in one domain affects the properties in
another (that is, how switching electrically affects optical properties, and
vice versa). This is because the likely applications emerging from such
non-volatile, optoelectronic properties have so far been unclear. Here
we propose and demonstrate these optoelectronic properties in the con-
text of novel display and data visualization applications.
Recently, thin-film perfect absorbers in the mid-infrared part of the

spectrum have been demonstrated, where the optical properties of a
temperature-transient PCM(vanadiumdioxide,VO2)were tuned

9. VO2,
however, is stable in each of its phases only within certain temperature
ranges, a property that makes it energy inefficient and impractical to im-
plement in electrically controlled circuits at thenanoscale. In contrast, the
primary phases of Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST)—amorphous and crystalline—are
stable for most applications10 and can be thermally, optically or elec-
trically switched at ultrahigh speed11,12. Furthermore, GST is extremely

scalable13,14, easily integrated in commercial devices andhas optical prop-
erties that can be tuned in the visible spectrum of light15.
Wedescribe auniqueoptoelectronic framework technology employing

GST-based thin films and experimentally demonstrate its wide-ranging
applicability in various types of display technologies.We showhowsuch a
system, when combined with a transparent electrode such as indium tin
oxide (ITO), canbeusedas a reflectiveor a semi-transparentmicrodisplay
and on both rigid and flexible substrates, which could usher in an era of
truly flexible electronic screens that can operate at the maximum pos-
sible resolution allowed by the diffraction of visible light, both as back-
lit displays and electronic readers.Currentmicrodisplay technologies based
on liquid crystals, microelectromechanical systems and organic light-
emittingdiodes are attracting considerable attentionbecauseof a growing
interest inwearable technology16. Key requirements for such applications
are high resolution, high speed and low power consumption, all of which
are met by the technology described here.
We first describe the reflective type of display using GST-based thin

films. Figure 1a shows the cross-sectional schematic of our reflective devices;
the GST is sandwiched between two ITO layers and deposited on top
of a reflective surface such as platinum. The crystallization of the few-
nanometres-thickGST layer induces a colour change in the entire film,
visiblewhen incident ‘white’ light is reflectedback.Tounderstand the re-
lationshipbetween the thicknessof the ITOandGST layers and theoverall
optical properties of the stack we systematically compute the reflectivity
spectra of the stackwhile gradually increasing the thickness of each layer.
Every calculation is made twice, one for each phase of the GST layer; a
change in the refractive index of the GST layer (caused by a change in
phase)modulates the reflective spectrumof the entire stack. The spectra
are finally compared and the percentage change in reflectivity is plotted
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, withRcrystalbeing the reflec-

tivity (at a specificwavelength) of the entire stackwhen theGST layer is in
the crystalline phase andRamorphous its reflectivitywhen theGST layer is in
the amorphous phase.We use the above expression because the amorph-
ousphase is theas-depositedphase inour experiments.Thesemodels (top
graphs in Fig. 1b) indicate that one key factor is the presence of a trans-
parent conductor beneath the GST (with thickness t in Fig. 1a), which we
refer toas the ITOspacer.This layer is crucial andcontributes to thecolour
in our system.
To experimentally verify our reflectivity calculations, we sputter a

number of multi-layered films on silicon wafers with a 300-nm-thick
thermally grown silicon dioxide (SiO2) layer; our GST layer is known
to be amorphous as sputtered (section S4 in the Supplementary Infor-
mation). Figure1dshowsaphotographofa fewsputtered filmswithsimilar
structure (10nm ITO/7nmamorphousGST/tnm ITO/100nmPt/SiO2);
t is the only thickness that is varied. The colour of the films when t (the
ITO spacer thickness) is varied varies dramatically. To fully crystallize the
GST, we heat each sample up to 220 uC for a fewminutes on a hot plate.
The observed variation in the colour of these samples when the GST is
crystallized is also shown in Fig. 1d; the colour variations show the
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potential for the use of such films as individual pixels in displaydevices,
each pixel being a different colour to achieve a standard colour display
device (andwith switching in real devices achieved electrically; see below).
To quantify this colour change, we first model the system using a

transfer matrix optical computational method17 to calculate properties
such as reflectance, transmittance and internal electrical field at visible
wavelengths (full details of the model are available in section S5 of the
Supplementary Information). We then carry out reflectivity measure-
ments on sputtered films to compare our model with experiments; we
use a spectrometer (Lambda 1050, PerkinElmerUS) to obtain the refle-
ctivity spectraof the samplesbothbeforeandafter crystallization.Figure1b

shows exceptionally good agreement between the simulated (top, left)
and measured (bottom, left) reflectivity spectra for the samples shown
in Fig. 1d, when the thin GST layer is in the amorphous phase. Similar
reflectivity spectra are shown (Fig. 1b, right) for the same samples after
crystallizing theGST layer, where again the agreement between experi-
ment and theory is very good. These results show that an effective change
in the reflectivity spectrum (that is, colour) of the stack can be induced
simply by changing the phase of a chalcogenide layer a fewnanometres
thick.
The next aspect of our study focuses on the influence of the GST thick-

ness. In conventional optical disks, the thickness of the GST layer is
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Figure 1 | Colour tunability using ultrathin PCM films. a, Schematic
representation of the thin-film material stack comprising ITO/GST/ITO. The
crystallization of the few-nanometres-thick GST layer induces a colour change
in the entire film, visible when incident white light is reflected back.
b, Simulated (top, left) and measured (bottom left) reflectivity spectra of the
amorphous samples together with the simulated (top, right) and measured
(bottom, right) reflectivity spectra of the crystalline samples shown in d. In both
phases, the closematch between themodel and simulation is striking. c, Change
in reflectivity simulated for visible wavelengths, for various thicknesses of
the ITO spacer and with increasing thickness of the GST layers. Each graph
represents the change in optical reflectivity (Rcrystal2Ramorphous)/
Ramorphous3 100 when the PCM embedded in the ITO/GST/ITO/Pt structure
is switched from the amorphous to the crystalline phase. By tailoring the

thickness of the ITO spacer, the reflectivity of specific wavelengths is enhanced,
and the remaining wavelengths are either decreased or weakly increased, when
white light is used for illumination. d, An example of four different films
with similar layered structure (starting from the topmost layer) consisting of
10 nm ITO/7nm GST/t nm ITO/100 nm Pt with different thicknesses of t, the
ITO layer deposited between the GST and the reflective Pt layer. The value
of t determines the reflected colour. After the deposition process, one part of
each sample is placed on a hot plate at 220 uC for a few minutes to induce
complete crystallization of the GST layer. The corresponding colour change
is also visible, and is quite dramatic. For example, the white (t5 120nm)
amorphous film turns light blue when crystallized. No postproduction colour
is added to enhance contrast.
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optimized, along with the thicknesses of surrounding dielectric layers,
to enhance the optical contrast. However, the GST thicknesses used in
commercial disks are relatively high (several tens of nanometres, typ-
ically). In the case of the films shown in Fig. 1d, the thickness of the GST
layer is just 7 nm (the veryminimumwe could sputter reliably using our
facilities). Counter-intuitively, as we explain below, smaller thicknesses
enhance contrast dramatically and, importantly, lead to lower power elec-
trical switching. Figure 1c shows our computational study of the change
(shown as a percentage) in optical reflectivity for various thicknesses of
the ITO spacer and with increasing thickness of the phase-change layer.
For a thin layer of GST (that is, below 20nm) the range of wavelengths
that show increased reflectivity upon crystallization varies depending on
the chosen thickness of the ITO spacer. This allows the perceived colour
of the entire stack to be transformed simply by changing the phase of a
GST layer a fewnanometres thick. Interestingly, this crystallization-induced
variation of reflectivity is exponentially amplified for thinner layers of
the PCM. Also, by tailoring the thickness of the ITO spacer, the reflec-
tivity of specific wavelengths is enhancedwhenwhite light is used as the
illumination source. Figure 1c shows three exampleswith ITO thicknesses
of 70nm, 150nmand 180nmwhere the red, green and blue components,
respectively, are enhancedwith the remainingwavelengths eitherdecreased
or weakly increased. The importance of the ITO spacer is further eluci-
dated in section S7 of the Supplementary Information,where the absence
of interference (that is, no ITOspacer is insertedbetween theGSTand the
Pt layer) causes the reflectivity of the film to increase only weakly in the
crystalline phase, mostly independently of the wavelength.
We now demonstrate how this thin-film stack could be used in future

PCM-based display applications. To demonstrate the working principle
of a display that can be electrically switched, we pattern an image using a

nanometre-sized electrical probe (that is, the conductive tip of an atomic
forcemicroscope, CAFM), which was previously shown to be capable of
switching nanoscale crystalline areas18–20 in PCM films.Our technique
uses a pixelated approach mimicking real pixels in actual devices (the
fabrication of such a device is described below). The use of CAFM to
characterize the nanoscale switching characteristics of PCM from the
more-amorphous tomore-crystalline phasehas been studiedpreviously,
and is known to closely resemble a standard cross-bar phase-change
memory cell; hence,we employ this technique to demonstrate our elec-
trically enableddisplay technology18,21.Moredetails regarding this tech-
nique and how it relates to actual PCM-based devices (pixels) can be
found in section S1 of the Supplementary Information. To demonstrate
the high optical contrast, we start by electrically drawing the Oxford
Radcliffe Camera building (the grayscale image of which is shown in
Fig. 2b) in Fig. 2c, d and e on similar films with ITO spacer thicknesses
of 50 nm, 70 nm and 180 nm, respectively. All the pictures are clearly
visible using a standard, non-polarized, opticalmicroscope.Noartificial
contrast or colour has been added in postproduction. The striking con-
trast demonstrates the feasibility of such ultrathin PCM-basedmicrodis-
plays. Todemonstrate the colour-rendering capability, a different pattern
representing the University of Oxford logo (shown in Fig. 2f) is also
electrically drawn on a 20 nm ITO/7 nm GST/70 nm ITO/100 nm Pt
stack. The resulting optical image is shown in Fig. 2g, which closely
matches the original logo, representing the ‘Oxford blue’ in Fig. 2f (note
the striking contrast between the blue and white regions).
We thenverify that apixelated array, aswouldbenecessary in adisplay

where each pixel can be randomly accessed andmanipulated, is approxi-
mated very closely by our CAFMapproach. To perform this verification,
we fabricate an array of 300nm3 300nm pixels with 200nm pitch on a
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Figure 2 | Reflective display films. a, Schematic
illustration of the electrically induced colour
changes in phase-change-based electronic displays.
b, The original (greyscale) picture of the Oxford
Radcliffe Camera used as a pattern. c, Electrically
constructed image on a continuous ITO/GST/ITO/
Pt stack with a 50-nm-thick ITO spacer; the white
regions are regions where the phase is amorphous.
No artificial contrast has been added in
postproduction. The pattern is once again
electrically reproduced on various stacks with ITO
spacer thickness of 70 nm (d) and 180 nm (e). Scale
bars are 10mm,which show the ultimate resolution
such displays are capable of achieving. f, The
original image of the University of Oxford logo is
used as a different pattern. g, Electrically
constructed image on a ITO/GST/ITO/Pt stack
with 70-nm-thick ITO spacer—the blue regions are
regionswhere the phase is transformed.h, To verify
the effectiveness of our blanket film approach we
electrically transformed an array of lithographically
defined 300nm3 300 nmpixels (200 nmpitch) on
a standard vertical stack with a 50-nm-thick ITO
spacer; the optical contrast is strikingly evident,
experimentally confirming that the pixelated array
is well approximated by a CAFM-generated one.
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standard vertical stackwith a 50-nm-thick ITOspacer.The active volume
of eachphase-changecell (that is, theGST layer) is restricted toa singlepixel
precisely addressable by the nanoscale tip. These pixels were electrically
switched using a nanoscale conductive tip. Figure 2h shows the resulting
optical image,where the optical contrast is once again striking. Further ex-
perimentsusing electrically switched singlepixels, togetherwith the result-
ing high optical contrast, are shown in section S1 of the Supplementary
Information.
We nowmove on to transparent substrates and electricallymodulate

their optical transmission. Future semi-transparent displays will find
applications inemerging technologies suchas contact-lens-typedisplays22,
‘smart’ eye glasses, windshield displays, for modulating light transmis-
sion throughwindows23 or even for synthetic retina devices24. Such light
modulation, achievable with resolution beyond the diffraction limit, is
also important for future ultrafast phasemodulators,where awhite light
behind the semi-transparent display is selectively diffracted to produce
interference. For such a configuration the reflective platinum under-
layer is not deposited and the entire structure (ITO/GST/ITO) is sput-
tered directly on top of a transparent substrate, quartz in our case. As in
the previous case of reflective displays, the electrically induced crystal-
lization (and re-amorphization) can be used as a means of creating
optical contrast.
Figure3a shows a schematic of the principlebehind semi-transparent,

phase-change-based displays. The calculated change in transmission
(shown as a percentage) between the amorphous and crystalline phase
is shown in Fig. 3b. According to themodel, aGST thickness of around
75nm to 85nm gives the highest change in transmission formost wave-
lengths.However, owing to the intrinsic absorption of theGST layer, the

opacity of the films quickly drops after a few nanometres (see section S6
of the Supplementary Information). We therefore choose a 7 nm GST
layer sandwichedbetween a 20-nm-thick ITOanda40-nm-thick ITOas
the best compromise between contrast and transparency. We also con-
firm the calculated change in absorption and transmission character-
istics of such a film (shown in Fig. 3c) bymeasuring and comparing its
transmission (or absorption) spectra upon crystallization.
Weuse theCAFM(similar to the experiments on reflective substrates)

to render pixelated images on these substrates. Figure 3e shows an example
of an electrically constructed image on such a substrate. To illustrate the
transmissivity of the substrate, a square green pad is placed underneath
the rendered image; the transmissivity modulation is visible in Fig. 3d
and3e (the logoofWolfsonCollege,UniversityofOxford) and thecontrast
and transparency of the electrically drawn image is clear. This demon-
strates the principle of using such phase-change optoelectronic frame-
works for transmissivemicro-andnanodisplayapplications, fromelectronic
displays on windows, to backlit displays and as future wavelength-tuneable
windows.
Finally, given the extremely low thickness of our films, we find that

they are amenable to flexible films (and therefore flexible displays). The
development of a low-power, ultrathin flexible display has been a long-
term goal worldwide, and the use of ITO could enhance the possibility
of using them as touch-sensitive displays. Figure 4a shows a picture of
a 20 nm ITO/7 nm GST/50nm ITO/100 nm Pt multi-layered film on
biaxially oriented polyethylene terephthalate (boPET). The flexibility of
these films with the sputtered layers is demonstrated in Fig. 4a, c and d.
The colour variation in these flexible reflective displays is entirely sim-
ilar to that on rigid substrates (Fig. 2). Again, we render images using a
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Figure 3 | Semi-transparent display type films. a, Schematic diagram
of the principle behind a semi-transparent device using a ITO/GST/ITO
structure on quartz. b, Computed change in optical transmission
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, at different wavelengths, when the

GST layer is switched between the amorphous and crystalline phases.
c, Measured change, upon crystallization, in absorption
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and transmission spectra of a

20 nm ITO/7nm GST/40 nm ITO film sputtered on quartz. d, A picture of the
film measured in c. e, Microscope picture of an electrically constructed image
on the film, demonstrating the principle of semi-transparent PCM-based
electronic paper displays. The green sample pad visible underneath the image
demonstrates the semi-transparent nature of the thin-film layers and enhances
clarity (because of the finite thickness of our transparent substrate, it is not in
focus). The scale bar is 50mm, highlighting the high resolution that is possible.
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nanoscale conductive probe, and the resulting image is shown inFig. 4b.
Although the quality of the boPET substrate is much inferior to that of
semiconductor-gradeSiO2orquartz, theelectricallywrittenhigh-resolution
image of the Oxford Radcliffe Camera is readily visible. Another example
of a similar filmwitha180-nm-thick ITOspacer is shown inFig. 4c,where
the colour is now closer to yellow, which shows the range of possible
colours. Thus the use of such flexible films in semi-transparent modes
is also possible. It is also remarkable that there is no visible colour var-
iation when the films are bent, suggesting that such thin films also can
be used as wide-viewing-angle displays. A semi-transparent, flexible film
is shown inFig. 4d, completing thedemonstration for reflective and semi-
transparent type displays on rigid, flexible and transparent substrates.
In all the above examples we use a CAFM to electrically switch the

GST sandwiched between two ITO layers. Because no device using ITO
electrodes has yet been demonstrated, we show that such a device (a
single pixel) canbemade and switched.Usinga combinationof electron
beam lithography, reactive ion etching and sputtering deposition, we
fabricate vertical, crossbar-like ITO/GST/ITO devices to test their elec-
trical switching characteristics. We fabricate these devices on 300-nm-
thick SiO2 on silicon substrates (see section S3 of the Supplementary
Information for fabrication details, and section S1 for the use of ITO as
active electrode). An optical image of a few crossbar devices is shown in
Fig. 5awith a false-colourmagnified scanning electronmicroscopy image
of one such device in the inset. This particular device has an active area
(defined by the area of overlapping crossbars) of 300 nm3 300 nm.
Wenote that switching in phase-changememories is often restricted to
nanometric regions of the cell25. The use of nanoscale devices (pixels) is
therefore preferable, since full crystallization and re-amorphization of
the pixel is required to enhance these novel optoelectronic functional-
ities. The electrical switching characteristics of such devices have been
tested for various test cells with an example shown inFig. 5b and c. This
particular cell shows a threshold voltage26of 2.2Vwith a 3503 increase
in conductance between the amorphous and crystalline phases. Figure 5b
shows a collection of direct-current (d.c.) current–voltage curves used to
transform the device to the high-conductance (low resistance or crystal-
line phase) state (referred to in PCM devices as the SET state). 100-ns

pulses with a fall-time of 5ns and amplitude of 5V are used to transform
the device to its initial low conductance (high resistance or amorphous)
state (referred toas theRESETstate inPCMdevices).A collectionof SET/
RESET iterations is shown in Fig. 5c demonstrating its repeatability (the
cycle endurance of our deviceswill require further engineering to create a
commercial system,butwenote that commercial-typephase-changemem-
orieswith endurancesof greater than108 cycleshavebeendemonstrated27).
It is clear that our device is a single pixel (of very high resolution), and it
is reasonable to expect that such a pixel can be replicated for display
applications.
Wenow address the energy requirements for such a display using the

results obtained fromthe single pixel device. In phase-changememories
thehighest energy consumption is in the re-amorphizationof a cellwhere
sufficient energy is required to melt the PCM4. We estimate the energy
required to re-amorphize a single ITO/GST/ITO cell to be 15pJ, on the
basis of our experimental results.A300-cm2displaywith 200-nmcell size
and a 50-nmgap between each cell would thus require 7.2 J to completely
re-amorphize, similar to electrochromic devices28. The development of
even thinner PCM would enable the energy consumption of a device
(pixel) to be drastically reduced by ten to a hundred times13, whichwould
also increase the optical contrast, as already discussed. This would enable
the use of phase-change-based electronic paper also as dynamic displays
with few constraints onpower requirements and ultrahigh (in themega-
hertz range) switching speed.Crucially forpowerconsumption,noenergy is
requiredafteraswitchingevent, givingnet zero-powerconsumption instatic
mode, a further improvement over existing colour back-litmicrodisplays.
Such cells can thus be fabricated, are reliable and can be switched re-

versibly with lowpower.Manychallenges remain, especially inunderstand-
ing how larger pixels can be switched most effectively and yet display
optical contrast, aswell as in arraying and subdividing pixels effectively
tocreate anyarbitrary colourandgreyscale.Theuseof growth-dominated
PCMsmay prove to be a very useful approach in this respect, although
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Figure 4 | Flexible display films in both reflective and semi-transparent
mode. a, Reflective device on boPET, showing flexibility as well as the wide-
viewing-angle colour consistency of such films (that is, when the film is bent,
the colour in the bent region is not dramatically different). b, An electrically
defined image is patterned directly on top of the flexible substrate using a
CAFM. c, Another example of a reflective stack. d, A semi-transparent type
structure sputtered directly on a flexible boPET substrate.
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Figure 5 | Demonstration of a single pixel. a, Optical image of a few ITO/
GST/ITO crossbar-like devices, with a false-colour scanning electron
micrograph of one single device in the inset. The scale bar is 100mm. b, A
collection of various current–voltage curves demonstrating the amorphous-to-
crystalline switching behaviour of several ITO/GST/ITO cells. These devices
display a threshold voltage of approximately 2.2V with a decrease in resistance
of about 3503when switched from the amorphous to the crystalline phase. The
maximum current was limited to 20mA. c, SET/RESET cycling of the same
device. Direct-current sweeps (similar to those in b above) are used to switch
the device from the RESET (high resistance) state to the SET (low resistance)
state. Several pulses of 5V in amplitude with 100ns width, 20 ns rising and 5 ns
trailing edges are used to switch the device back from the SET state to the
RESET state.
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their optoelectronic properties also remain unexplored and could be
the subject of further research in this field.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a unique optoelectronic frame-

workbasedon low-dimensional PCMfilms.The integrationof aPCMas
an active switching layer in displays paves the way for a new class of
‘smart’ devices that are both electrically and optically active. Our results
represent the first applications of the electro-optical properties of such
materials. Very thin layers ofPCMcandisplay veryhighoptical contrast
upon switching between the amorphous and crystalline phases when
layered in appropriately designed thin film structures. Because this can
be done electrically, it allows for the fabrication of large arrays to create
displays with ultrahigh resolution.We demonstrate such displays on re-
flective and transparent substrates both on rigid and flexible surfaces;
results that promise truly foldable ultralight displays that consume no
power in static mode. We then further demonstrate the fabrication of
one singlepixel of aphase-changecellwith transparent electrodes.Because
PCMsarealsocapableof storingdataandperformingarithmetic and logic,
such devices could potentiallymimic the functionality of photoreceptor
cells in the human eye, opening up new fields of research in human–
machine interaction, multi-functional glasses, contact lenses and syn-
thetic retina devices.

METHODS SUMMARY
Filmdeposition. Films are sputtereddirectly on thermally grownSiO2wafers (IDB
Technology, UK), boPET (Mylar) or quartz. Substrates were cleaned for 10min in
acetone under ultrasonic agitation, rinsed in isopropanol and dried with pressur-
izednitrogen.Where a reflectorwas needed (reflective devices), 100-nm-thickPtwas
depositedusingaNordikosputtering system: startingpressure4.731027 torr,working
pressure 1.6mtorr, 30 sccm (standard cubic centimetres perminute) Ar, 400W d.c.
9 r.p.m. The samples were then moved to a second sputtering system for ITO and
GSTdeposition. ITO is sputtered from a solid target (Testbourne, UK) using 25W
direct current, 1.1mtorr working pressure, 43 1026 torr starting pressure, 100 uC
sample temperature at a rate of 2 nmmin21. Substrate heating is found to greatly
reduce final surface roughness, increase optical transparency and electrical con-
ductivity. Ge2Sb2Te5 is sputtered from a solid target (Super Conductor Materials,
USA) at 25Wd.c., 1.1mtorr working pressure, 43 1026 torr starting pressure and
a rate of 8.5 nmmin21, immediately following the ITO deposition in vacuum.

Optical characterization. Filmsweremeasured using aLambda 1050 spectrometer
(Perkin Elmer, USA) in reflection, absorption and transmission using wavelengths
between 350 nm and 750nm. Reflectivity measurements were calibrated against a
commercial aluminium standard.

Transfermatrixmethod.Weemploya transfermatrixmethoddescribedbyHeavens29

and successfully applied to various systems17,30. More information can be found in
section S5 of the Supplementary Information.

Nanoscale patterning of continuous films and pixels. Patterns are generated by
converting a selected greyscale image into a spatially resolved voltage pattern. An
AsylumResearchMFP-3D atomic forcemicroscope equippedwith anORCA access-
ory (modified to sustain our higher currents) and a conductive tip (DDESP, Bruker) is
used as a nanoscale tip to electrically render several images on both films and pixels as
shown in Fig. 2a.
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